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Author: prof. dr. Ibrahim Abosag, SOAS University of London
will present the article:
“Understanding Counterarguments in Managing Consumer Boycotting
Behaviour”
“Religious animosity towards a country results in negative emotional attitudes towards it and has
a negative impact on country image (Smith and Cooper-Martin, 1997; Abosag and Farah, 2014).
This effect is likely to be more pronounced in highly ethnocentric countries, such as Saudi
Arabia. Ethnocentrism is an attitude of pride based on the values of one’s ethnic or national
group (Nijssen and Douglas, 2004). It leads consumers to feel contempt towards the symbols of
other ethnic or national groups, including products and brands (Shimp and Sharma, 1987) and
making such boycotting more impactful (Klein and Ettensen, 1999). However, whether to
participate or not during boycotting campaigns is fundamentally influenced by the
counterarguments that will be present and active during boycotting campaigns (Klein et al. 2004).
While most studies on consumer behaviour during boycotting have mainly focus on
psychological and outcomes factors (Klein et al. 2004; Shebil et al., 2011), little has been done on
understanding the impact of country-of-origin perceived image as well as brand image on shaping
and enhancing counterarguments in managing consumer boycotting behaviour.
Counterarguments concern the personal and social undesired consequences of a boycott. These
are weighed by consumers against the boycott’s perceived chances of success. Counterarguments
can thus be conceived of as a social dilemma which is beyond the control of any individual
consumer but is meaningless without the consumer’s commitment (Sen, Gurhan-Canli and
Morwitz, 2001). In order to understand how the perceived country-of-origin image and brand
image contribute to the effectiveness of counterarguments, hence reducing the impact of
boycotting, this study developed and tested the conceptual model using data on the boycotting of
American and Danish brands in Saudi Arabia. The findings show some similarities and
differences between the American and Danish samples, revealing some interesting insights related
to counterarguments. Implications and recommendations are provided.”
You can register for the free seminar by phone (01) 58-92-490, or via e-mail:
research.seminars@ef.uni-lj.si by Monday, 20th March 2017.
You can find all information regarding future research seminars on following link:
http://www.ef.uni-lj.si/raziskovanje/seminarji_in_konference

We look forward to seeing you!

